
 Simple & robust

 Increasing efficiency

 Undercarriage (option)

 Compact size

 High volume production

 Undercarriage (option)

 Tigerpaste
 Traditional & industrial

 The bazz.11, with a pressure tank of 10 liter is the 

ideal machine for the processing of tiger paste. 

 CHECK bazz.pro/bazz-11

 If you need more capacity, then 

the bazz.33, is the solution with a 

content of no less than 30L!

 CHECK bazz.pro/bazz-33

The pressure tank is equipped with a set of hoses, 

with a manometer, pressure regulator and a dosing 

gun. The pressure gauge shows the fl uid pressure at 

a glance. Filling is very fast because the top can be 

opened.

The pressure tank is equipped with a set 

of hoses, with a manometer, pressure 

regulator and a dosing gun. The pressure 

gauge shows the fl uid pressure at a 

glance. Filling is very fast because 

the top can be opened.

bazz. the ideal mix for today's bakers!

The perfect match between two Dutch manufacturers of bakery 

machines and bakery ingredients results in seamlessly connected 

production systems for you as today's baker! Discover the power of 

collaboration: BAKON Food Equipment and Zeelandia are totally bazz.

1111

33



The bazz.400 eparing installation. preparing installation.

 The bazz.400 is a quickly deployable is a quickly deployable 

industrial depositing machine for theindustrial depositing machine for the 

fully automatic deposting of tiger paste.

 C-frame

 Mobile

 Quickly deployable

Dosing headNozzles

Pump unit

The bazz.400 can be placed over an 

existing conveyor because it's mounted 

on a C-frame. In this way, you realize in 

no-time a high-quality fully automatic 

depositing machine for tiger paste.

BAKON and Zeelandia, the ideal mix!
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 CHECK bazz.pro/bazz-400
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